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SMAC Token community supports OCEAN CARE
and rewards companies that change fastest possible to Green Chemistry

smartchem - tokenizing IMPACTchemistry

Digital offer of discount vouchers to attract significant sustainable change – Overview

PARAMETERS

PUBLIC LISTING (UTL)
OFFERING DETAILS

Offering Goal:

Attract industry to change to Green Chemistry fastest possible for a positive impact on UN SDGs

Offering Type

Digital rights for discounted pricing on future intelligent fluids purchases
in form of a Utility Token (SMAC) - available on multiple crypto exchanges

Donation and NGO-Support

Total € 0,10 automatic donation to the selected NGO per liter fluid purchases based on SMAC-Token

Supported NGO/SDG

SDG 14: https://www.oceancare.org

Allocation of funds

Green Chemistry Marketing and Pre-financing of fluid productions

Planned Timing

Public listings from around mid October 2021 ff

Investor type

Industrial clients / interested private parties

Minimum Investment

none

Legal Base

SMAC Terms and Conditions

Investment Allowance

Depends to Crypto-Exchange Terms and Conditions

Investor Subscription

On crypto exchanges with SMAC-Listing

Official Emission currency

At least BTC, ETH, USDT, EUR, USD (depends to crypto exchange)

TOKENOMICS
Token Issuer

intelligent fluids GmbH Germany

Token Type

ETHEREUM ERC20

Token Lifetime

unlimited

Number of SMAC Token

Max. 150 Mio.

Nominal Price (face value)

€ 0.10 per SMAC Token

Token Burn

Each redeemed SMAC-Token will be burnt to reduce available Token quantity

Token Transfer to investors

with Token purchase on crypto exchanges

INVESTOR RIGHTS, ALLOWANCES AND RISKS
Asset Class

tokenized digital discount voucher

Investor Rights

Right on discounted prices for purchasing a token-based volume of intelligent fluids
Initial 30 % discount on actual valid intelligent fluids sales prices per liter.
Purchases limited to bulk orders (10 Liter bottle, 200l drum, 1000l-IBC). Price depends on fluid type.

Discount Voucher Allowances
Discount Voucher Decrease Terms

2021/2022: 30%, 2023: 20%, 2024: 15%, 2025: 10%, 2026: 5%, 2027ff: 3%

Granted fluid quantity for Discounts

1 Token: = 1 Liter
For global availability, it is planned to list SMAC vouchers fastest possible on crypto exchanges,
such as UNISWAP, GATE, OKEX, BITHUMB, KUCOIN, HUOBI, BINANCE and/or on others

Listing on Crypto Exchanges
Initial Trading Price on Exchanges

USD 0,20 per SMAC Token

Bounties / Airdrops / Free Token /
Discounts

Total 30mio SMAC are reserved for employee loyalty program, CSR program, Marketing and
Services and for bonus token on high volume orders,

RISK WARNING
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ATTENTION: In the worst case (e.g. bankruptcy or other risks) there is a risk of total loss of value
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SMAC Token community supports OCEAN CARE
and rewards companies that change fastest possible to Green Chemistry

Incentifying industries to change to Green Chemistry
About 322 million tons (2013) of toxic and harmful chemicals are produced every year across the EU
alone. Severe health-risks and high potential damage to the environment derive from common chemical
solvents’ usage in industrial cleaning processes.
A huge global market of almost 50bn€ mostly harmful wet chemistry is waiting to be challenged and
replaced. We created the basics to grow in big and give the right answers. We intrinsically support 10
Sustainable Development Goals of the United Nations with a significant positive effect for our planet.
intelligent fluids offer a sustainable, efficient and powerful solution for industrial cleaning by utilizing
physical effects instead of toxic chemicals, meeting much more than today’s standards for eco-friendliness
with biodegradable, non-inflammable and pH neutral ingredients. Really unique and disrupting is the fact
that intelligent fluids combine outstanding performance with a remarkable Eco-Footprint. Top functionality
and top sustainability are not any longer contradictory.
The patented technology of intelligent fluids combines gentle ingredients to tailor-made phase fluids that
remove organic contaminants effectively and gently, by a molecular teamwork like a micro-earthquake.
This groundbreaking Impact Chemistry is able to penetrate, fragment and finally lift-off even persistent
impurities and heavy deposits (dirts/oils/colors/adhesives) in a very powerful and gentle way. Check this
video link for more info. Oil&Gas, Microelectronics and Maintenance industries have our major attention.
The DeepTech company intelligent fluids GmbH (IFC) is a young German SME
with 22 employees located in Leipzig, Germany. The focus is on the development
and marketing of unique phase fluids. The company won the Global Green Product
Award 2021 for circular materials and the Imagine Chemistry Award 2019.
In order to attract industries to change from harmful solvents to green chemistry we
will carry out a Utility Token Offering (SMAC - smartchem). This will also help scale
the company and achieve a relevant global market share. The faster the companies
change to use Green Chemistry, the more rewards they will get in return.
We will offer digital discount rights (utility tokens) for future fluid purchases and thus generate effective
additional and immediate pre-sales. The tokens will also be available and tradable on various crypto
platforms. This method of fundraising offers a high degree of flexibility for customers, liquidity for investors,
a unique opportunity to benefit as early adaptor from attractive discounts on fluid purchases or from a
possible increasing token value. Plus an impressive eco-footprint!
The tokenized rights entitle the holder to purchase intelligent fluids (in a volume based on the number of
tokens in possession) with a discount of initial 30% on the actual valid fluid pricings. Total € 0,10 per liter
purchased fluid will be donated to the NGO oceancare.org (SDG 14). Green Chemistry together with
SMAC-Token community can make a difference!
You are welcome to join our way cleaning up global industries by Green Impact Chemistry.
SMAC that – together with us.

Christian Römlein, CEO
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